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That was a cute little rhyme, sing us another one.
That was a cute little rhyme, sing us another one.

Do
That was a cute little rhyme— sing us another one.

POSSIBLE REPEATS: FOR SOLOS

DO

That was a cute little rhyme— another one.

POSSIBLE REPEATS: FOR SOLOS

DO

That was a cute little rhyme— sing us another one.
That was a cute little rhyme
Sing us another one
do
Possible repeats for solos
E
G\#7 C\#7
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C
That was a cute little rhyme, sing us another one.
That was a cute little rhyme
Sing us another one.

Do
That was a cute little rhyme, sing us another one.

Tenor Sax
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LIVELY \( \frac{\text{L}}{\text{M}} = 134 \)

that was a cute little rhyme

That was a cute little rhyme

Sing us another one do
Rhymes

LIVELY \( \frac{2}{4} \)=134

VERSE

that was a cute little rhyme

sing us another one do
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That was a cute little rhyme

Sing us another one do

Possible repeats for solos

That was a cute little rhyme

Sing us another one do
Rhymes

LIVELY \( \approx 134 \)

VERSE

\( \text{that was a cute little rhyme} \)

\( \text{sing us another one do} \)
That was a cute little rhyme—sing us another one.

Possible repeats for solos.
Rhymes

LIVELY \( \text{\textpm} 134 \)

VERSE

THAT WAS A CUTE LIT-TLE RHYME

SING US A NO-THER ONE DO
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That was a cute little rhyme.

Sing us another one do.

Possible repeats for solos
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C

That was a cute little rhyme.

Sing us another one do.

E
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LIVELY = 134

VERSE

that was a cute little rhyme

sing us another one do
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THAT WAS A CUTE LITTLE RHYME.

POSSIBLE REPEATS FOR SOLO

OTHER ONE

DO

THAT WAS A CUTE LITTLE RHYME

SING US ANOTHER ONE

DO

THAT WAS A CUTE LITTLE RHYME

SING US ANOTHER ONE
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Rhymes

VERSE

I'm just about to hold a competition

It's just a little bright idea of mine

I'm going to write a rhyming composition

And then leave you to add the ending line

I'll sing the whole thing first in case of doubt

The second time I'll leave the last line out

There was a young lady of Ealing

Who walked upside down on the ceiling

She fell on her neck

And she shouted 'by Heck!' It's a very peculiar

Fee-ling

That was a cute little rhyme

Arr. Pete Faint
There was a young fellow of Cosh-am.

Who took out his false teeth to wash 'em.

His wife said, "Oh Jack, if you don't put 'em back, la da da da da da, da da da da da that was a cute little rhyme.

Sing us another one do.

Possible repeats for solos

There was a young man of Calcutta.

Who was having a sleep in the gutter.

The heat from the sun burnt him up like a sun.

Da da_____
THAT WAS A CUTE LITTLE RHyme___ SING US A NO-

-ther one do there was a young man___ from Kil - dare____

WHO WAS PLAY-ing at GOLF___ on a chair_______ on the ve-ry last stroke

WHY THE BLESS-ED CHAIR BROKE__ La da da da da da____ da da

Da da
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Em   A7   D7

Em7   Eb7   D7
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